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ICFAS FUND MANAGEMENT CHALLENGE:
THE STATS & LUCK TEAM OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PADUA
WINS THE FIRST EDITION
Young Italian university students successfully performed in the competition rewarding Italian
excellence in finance
The challenge, which lasted five months, ended on June 29th. The winners and the excellence
achieved by all the teams were recognized in an awards ceremony held on July 4th in Milan
Matteo Cassiani, President of ICFAS: “Preparations are underway for the second edition”

Milan, July 9th 2012 – The first edition of the Fund Management Challenge, organized by
the Italian CFA Society (ICFAS) in collaboration with FactSet, Morgan Stanley and CFA
Institute, concluded a few days ago. The equity fund management competition devoted to
Italian university students saw the victory of the Stats & Luck team of Padua University, as
they structured the portfolio with the highest return.
The QuantPV team of Pavia University and the Stock to Watch team of Bocconi University
finished second and third, respectively.
The students confronted various market phases. The first month was marked by a lateral
market, then a brief rally gave way quickly to a long downturn that was halted at the start
of June by a sharp inversion of trend.
From the start of the challenge, the participants selected clearly-stated investment
objectives: the difference in performance between the first and last finishers was 12.5%;
the turnover fluctuated from a minimum of one trade per week to four trades, with a
minimum of 29 and a maximum of 82 over the entire period.
The results obtained with the long-short strategy on the EuroStoxx50 index, basket of
securities the students could invest in, were significant. From the start of the competition,
the index lost 10%, but the student portfolios outperformed it in absolute and relative
terms: the top finisher outperformed the index by 17%. This result is even more surprising
if we consider that in the early months of the competition the portfolios were below the
benchmark on average. This strong recovery demonstrates the commitment of the
students, their attention to the indications coming from the Organizing Committee, and the
flexibility and quick learning of the teams.
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In the last weeks, there was an increase in activity by the top four universities, a sign that
the students decided to emphasize an active strategy to gain victory. Activity in the lower
part of the classification was different: they preferred not to jeopardize their already
precarious performance with higher trading costs.
Matteo Cassiani, CFA, Chairman of ICFAS, stated: “We are truly satisfied with the results
of this first challenge in terms of the performance and commitment demonstrated by the
teams, and we are thinking about a second edition for next year. Right in the closing
weeks we received expressions of interest from three universities and contacts with two
more are at an advanced stage. Our objective,” the President went on to say “is to involve
universities in Central and Southern Italy in the initiative, thus extending coverage to the
entire country. As an Association, we wish to enable students to experience a real
encounter with the working world, applying the basic principles of analysis and
professional preparation, essential in the CVs of candidates in the examination to obtain
the “CFA Charter”, which is recognized internationally as a diploma of excellence in the
financial profession."
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Italian CFA Society
Italian CFA Society (ICFAS) was founded in 1999 as a non-profit organization of investment professionals
who agree to abide by the Code of Ethics and Standards of Professional Conduct by CFA Institute.! Italian
CFA Society, affiliated with CFA Institute, promotes the highest ethical and professional standards within the
Italian investment industry and encourages professional development through the CFA Program and the
CIPM Program.!Establishing an on-going series of events for investment practitioners, Italian CFA Society
offers a range of educational opportunities and facilitates the open exchange of information and opinions
among investment professionals.
FactSet
For over 30 years FactSet has been a leading provider of accurate financial information and superior
software solutions to the global investment community. By integrating content from more than 800 databases
with powerful analytics on a single platform, FactSet supports your investment process from initial research
to published results. With Microsoft Office integration, wireless BlackBerry access, and customizable options,
FactSet offers the most complete financial workflow solution available. More than 45,000 users rely on
FactSetʼs comprehensive data, exceptional functionality, and industry-leading support to power their process.
FactSet is headquartered in Norwalk, Connecticut and conducts operations in twenty-four locations
worldwide.
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CFA Institute
CFA Institute is the global association for investment professionals. It administers the CFA and CIPM
curriculum and exam programmes worldwide; publishes research; conducts professional development
programs; and sets voluntary, ethics-based professional and performance-reporting standards for the
investment industry. CFA Institute has more than 105,000 members, who include the worldʼs 95,000 CFA
charter holders, in 133 countries and territories, as well as 135 affiliated professional societies in 58
countries and territories. More information may be found at www.cfainstitute.org
Morgan Stanley
Morgan Stanley is a leading global financial services firm providing a wide range of investment banking,
securities, investment management and wealth management services. The Firm's employees serve clients
worldwide including corporations, governments, institutions and individuals from more than 1,300 offices in
42 countries. For further information about Morgan Stanley, please visit www.morganstanley.com
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